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For immediate release:
KNIPEX Tools Introduces Hog Ring Pliers
Versatile Hog Ring Pliers designed to securely hold and guide rings into proper crimped position.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, Ill. – December 2016 –KNIPEX Tools introduced its Hog Ring Pliers. The pliers are
designed for the professional replacement of automotive upholstery to the seat frame and are
compatible with all popular upholstery rings or hog rings.
The 7-inch pliers have special grooves in the jaws that are designed to securely hold the ring or clip
and guide them into proper crimped position. Other features include a high transmission ratio for easy
compression of the hog rings and a closing spring to hold the pliers closed so the ring may be securely
positioned before it is compressed.
The Hog Ring Pliers are forged and oil hardened out of special grade German tool steel and feature a
chrome-plated finish and multi-component grips for added hand comfort. They are suitable for use on
any wide range of fastening projects that deal with fencing, wire, fabric rope and cord.
“Despite the name, the Hog Ring Pliers are built to handle countless projects whether it’s in the
garage, out in the yard or out on a boat,” said Todd Shumate, president, KNIPEX Tools.
About KNIPEX Tools
KNIPEX Tools LP is the North American sales and marketing organization of KNIPEX‐Werk and is located
in Arlington Heights, Ill. KNIPEX‐Werk, Wuppertal, Germany, is the largest manufacturer of professional
quality pliers in the world, producing up to 65,000 pliers per day, or up to 325,000 pliers each week. The
company concentrates its efforts on being the best pliers manufacturer in terms of quality, innovation
and efficiency and its pliers satisfy the highest expectations in terms of performance, ergonomics and
service life. knipex-tools.com
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